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Published on Muraflex.com

Muraflex transforms floor plans into architectural 

spaces. With a European touch, their design-savvy 

demountable glass office wall systems and free-

standing pods create a distinguished work 

environment, bringing elegance and purpose 

together.

The Muraflex engineers have crafted the industry’s 

most aesthetically comprehensive demountable 

glass office wall solutions. With an unflinching 

commitment to R&D and ecologically-sensitive 

designs, they aim to be pioneers and develop 

better solutions to respond to the challenges 

architects and designers are continually face. 

Rather than permanent drywall, benefit from safe, 

flexible and reconfigurable walls through one of 

our 7 lines: MIMO, FINO and QUADRO our 

demountable glass partitions, EXPO our telescoping 

door, the versatile demising wall system PLANIKA, 

and finally two freestanding pods: ARCO and ZITTO.

1060 J st 
San Diego, CA 
92101
United States

O: 858.549.3735
www.bcfurn.com
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b + c Office Interiors

MIMO
Put less between you and your vision

MIMO is a perfect option for all commercial designs, such as offices, 
public spaces, or sanitary needs such as hospitals or laboratories. Made 
from fully recyclable aluminum, the extrusions are available in countless 
colors and finishes and can accept a variety of glass and wall panels. 
Our MIMO range has all the required and necessary conformities, 
compliances, tests, certifications and contributes to the LEED and WELL 
codes.

MIMO is a perfect option for all commercial designs, such as offices, 
public spaces, or sanitary needs such as hospitals or laboratories. Made 
from fully recyclable aluminum, the extrusions are available in countless 
colors and finishes and can accept a variety of glass and wall panels. 
Our MIMO range has all the required and necessary conformities, 
compliances, tests, certifications and contributes to the LEED and WELL 
codes.M
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Glazing & Solid 
Panels
MIMO accommodates all design and performance 
preferences. In glass or solid panel, MIMO is available 
in single centered or offset glaze and in double pane 
for superior acoustics and STCs.
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Architectural Elements

FINO
Thin. Modern. Architectural.

Clean lines and thin profiles. Reveal the 
beauty of every interior space while 
enhancing architectural features and 
letting in more natural light. Inspired 
by a sleek design aesthetic, FINO from 
Muraflex is a streamlined demountable 
glass wall solution, providing flexibility 
and convenience with less bulk. Made 
from fully recyclable aluminum, Muraflex 
offers European style with domestic lead 
times.
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b + c Office Interiors Architectural Elements

A Unique Solution
FINO is a leader in innovation and engineering with superior quality in performance 

and design. Minimal and elegant, FINO has an exceptional design, and any 

architects dream, of perfect alignment. With the need for superior acoustics and 

achieving higher STC scores, all FINO doors, whether swing or sliding, are inimitably 

engineered to perfectly seal closed.
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QUADRO
Highlight your workspace.

QUADRO is designed with elegance 

and prestige in mind. With its recessed 

reveal, QUADRO creates a picture 

frame effect highlighting your office 

space like a work of art.
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A Unique Solution
QUADRO makes it easy to meet your own design needs by 

making your office space luxurious on both the inside and 

outside. By mixing and matching profiles and finishes, you 

create your own ambiance.
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EXPO
Multiplly your options - EXPOnentially.

EXPO makes your space adaptable and 

dynamic. It’s a telescoping door system 

that allows you to use what you have 

to create what you want. Open space. 

Private rooms. Natural light. Soundproof 

privacy. Whatever you have in mind. 

Highly expandable, functional, and 

dependable, EXPO helps you think about 

square footage in a new way.
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A Unique Solution
A unique ceiling-hung construction is what makes EXPO stand out. A patented upper 

attachment allows EXPO’s panels to hover just millimeters above the floor—and glide 

effortlessly when opening and closing. Inter-locking and telescoping construction provides 

the structure to resist bowing and flexing. That’s because each panel in the system is linked 

to the one next to it. The benefit: Even without a floor track or threshold, EXPO stands its 

ground. It’s an industry-leading system that provides dependable separation when you 

need it, and leaves no trace when you don’t.
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PLANIKA
Modular walls - Stylish. Smart. Safe.

PLANIKA demising demountable office wall systems are fully demountable offering 

versatility and flexibility of design in any space without the long-term commitment 

of conventional drywall construction. Its steel structure is robust and its modularity 

makes it easy to interchange panels and add furnishings in no time. Electrical and 

plumbing ready, safe and easy to clean, PLANIKA is the perfect solution for all set-

tings including office, retail or hospital, and other healthcare services.
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b + c Office Interiors Architectural Elements

A Unique Solution
PLANIKA provides the freedom to customize your workspace 

using several different colors and material choices. Going 

from mismatched surfaces on either side of the partition to 

the insertion of hanging furniture, the possibilities are countless. 

PLANIKA demising wall system allows the flexibility to change 

your mind as many times as you like without even affecting the 

internal structure of the system.
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ARCO
Collaborative Work - Made easy and private

Encourage collaboration and the exchange of ideas in an architecturally discreet 

space with a superior level of acoustic privacy. ARCO is a freestanding pod that offers 

great visual transparency and whose geometrical disposition helps to reduce the noise 

disturbance often found in the open floor plan workspace. ARCO is designed to be 

easily disassembled and repositioned to offer the most flexibility for the ever-changing, 

fast-paced work environment.
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A Unique Solution
ARCO is fully equipped for collaborative work efforts to be as productive as 

it can be. ARCO’s partially open ceiling allows for air circulation, keeping 

the ambient temperature constant and therefore meetings have no time 

limit. The acoustic paneling above absorbs sound so your conversations 

may remain private at all times and an integrated LED lighting strip ensures 

the pod is properly lit for when you need to get into the nitty-gritty details of 

your project.
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ZITTO
Do it your way - and Zitto

Designed to eliminate unwanted 

distractions in open-plan office 

environments, the freestanding pod 

Zitto is not only a soundproof private 

space but also a beautifully designed 

piece of interior architecture. With its 

glass panels and sleek frame, Zitto is 

visually unobtrusive in any workspace 

while spacious and welcoming for 

productive closed meetings.
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A Unique Solution
Stylish and sophisticated, the freestanding pod Zitto offers a wide range of flexible options 

making your pods unique. Using cutting-edge technology, Zitto provides an innovative 

workspace solution carefully engineered to create a superior acoustical environment, 

along with many other possibilities of plug&play technologies including media and wifi 

capabilities. From the design-savvy frame to the luxurious qualities on the inside, ZItto is 

fully customizable and offers a wide range of materials, finishes, features and 

technological options. Bring Zitto into your workplace.
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